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A collection of gripping true-life accounts of children struggling through and surviving the

Holocaust.By her ninth birthday, Halina Litman understood what her Jewish faith meant to the

German occupiers of her town: death. Would she be able to escape?Follow Halina's gripping story,

along with other incredible, true-life accounts of children in the Holocaust.These survivors put up

secret resistance, used false identities, and deceived the Nazis. Through the remarkable kindness

of others and their own inner strength, these children found a way to make it through the horrors of

the war.These enduring stories will captivate you and remind you of the power of hope.
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Even though it is hard to read about the suffering of these children, it is also encouraging to see how

the survived and continued to live despite the odds. There is a lot to learn from these stories. I feel it

is necessary for us all to read of this time in history to understand how this atrocity happened in a

civilizes world. The knowledge will hopefully prevent any future holocausts. We can only hope and

learn.

I read this book for school because our theme was courage. This book was such a great book for

that theme. It talked about children and how they put aside themselves and their own lives to save



others. I'm sure anyone who reads this book will be deeply touched and will have a whole new

perspective on WWII and life, along with the Holocaust.

As always,  processed my purchase amazingly fast. The book tells of atrocities of several children

who were victims of the Holocaust. I do not know how these children had the strength to survive. It

is a very touching book.

this book if you get it will blow your mind away on how people in the holocaust had to suffer trew

thier strugglebook !!!Book is great condition, excellent price and fast shipping..

We read this book and others like it as a family. It's an easy read. It's historical, and it's relevant.

Great for families to read together and be thankful. Our kids are older. The holocaust is one thing

we can look at and see God's hand on the Jewish race and how they were saved from extinction.

My 10 yr old son and I both found these short narratives of young holocaust survivors riveting. Be

prepared to try to try to answer questions that may be unanswerable.

Was educational as well as heart warming to read about the determination of these children. To

suffer so, yet have hope, is a miracle.

Great stories told by folks who escaped the Holocaust at an early , who describe their experiences!

Easy read, informative, and at times, made me feel so lucky not to have lived in the time of my

ancestors.
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